
October 1, 2020 

Lawyers for Lori Grubbs 

To the Editor: 

We are an unlikely bunch to agree. We are Democrats, Republicans, and Independents. We are               
young and old, male and female, black and white. We are opinionated, outspoken, and are               
zealous advocates for our different clients and causes. We spend many of our days fighting each                
other in the Court system here in DeKalb County. However, one thing that we have all agreed is                  
that Lori Grubbs is the most-qualified candidate for DeKalb County Circuit Clerk. Each of us               
has had dealings with Lori and the Clerk’s office on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis throughout                 
our legal careers. Lori has worked in the Circuit Clerk’s office since 1994 and has been the                 
supervisor of the Civil Division since 2004. As Lori has served the County for more than                
twenty-five years, she has ensured that the Circuit Clerk’s office runs as it should. She is honest,                 
hard-working, organized, patient, and kind. She is respected by her co-workers, judges, and the              
other participants in the court system. She knows the importance of maintaining the integrity of               
the court system and its records and has been doing so already for more than two decades.  

Lori is the only qualified candidate for the position of Circuit Clerk. The job of the Circuit Clerk                  
is to keep accurate, thorough records of the judicial proceedings in DeKalb County and assist the                
Judges in running the judicial system efficiently. It is not a political job and it does not matter to                   
us whether there is a “R” or “D” next to her name on the ballot. What we care about is her                     
ability to lead the office and continue to maintain an efficient, effective, cost-conscious court              
system.  

As the people who spend the most time dealing with the Circuit Clerk’s office, we have special                 
insight into the importance of having the right person leading the office. That person is Lori                
Grubbs and we wholeheartedly endorse her as the next Circuit Clerk. We have come together to                
sign this letter so that many of you who have not had dealings with the court system can hear                   
from those of us who spend our days in the courthouse how important it is that Lori be elected.                   
We may not agree on who our next State Representative, Congressman, or President should be,               
but we all agree on Lori Grubbs for Circuit Clerk. We lawyers don’t often agree on much, but                  
we are all Lawyers for Lori!  
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